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LPT-70A
Cable Tracker system.

The LPT-70A Cable Tracker is designed to identify and trace wires or 
cables within a group without damaging the insulation. When tracking 
telephone lines, it can also identify some states in the line. 

By owning this instrument, the field technician is benefited when he is 
installing, debugging, and maintaining telephone lines. 

The LPT-70AT is a transmitter and the LPT-70AR a receiver, both 
included in the Cable Tracker package.

Features

Determine continuity of the 
cables or wires.

Track the cables or wires, and 
diagnose the location of a 
break point.

Receive the tone signal on the 
cables or wires (telephone 
line).

Identify the state in the 
working telephone line (clear, 
ring or busy).

Send a single solid tone or a 
dual alternating tone through 
the cables or wires.

LPT-70AT

LPT-70AR
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LPT-70A Cable tracker kit system.

1.-One (1) LPT-70AR Receiver unit.

2.-One (1) LPT-70AT Transmitter unit with two (2) cables terminated in crocodile clamps and 
one (1) cable terminated in a RJ11 plug.

3.-One (1) User Manual.

4.-Holder bag.

LPT-70AT Transmitter

Signal Single solid or dual tone

Amplitude 8 Vp-p

Activation 3 position slide switch: Single Solid Tone, Off,  
Alternating tone

Connections 6P6C RJ11 plug and spring loaded crock-style 
clips

Battery UM-006P

LPT-70AR Receiver

Input High Impedance FET transistor based

Gain 20 V/V

Volume adjustment Potentiometer

Sound transducer Magnetic speaker

Activation Push button

Max distance 3 Km

Connections Antenna tip

Headphone socket Audio jack of de 3 mm

Battery UM-006P 9 VDC or equivalent, better if alkaline 

Telecom post bureau, net bar, telecom engineering companies, network engineering companies, power utilities, 
army, and other departments requiring wiring installations.

Wire engineering of telecom network and regular maintenance work, network line engineering of computers, 
and other wire engineering and maintenance.

Please refer to the LPT70A_UM_ENB01W document included in the kit.


